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Preface: “The Room” should have no windows, be 25’L x 15’W, 

completely concrete, and with only hole, the 4” diameter “vermin 
hole” at the base of the far wall, “the subject wall”, for not 

just a toilet, but for rats, snakes and cockroaches to be released 
into “The Room”.  



Once the subject has been tested of hypocalcemia, hyponatremia and 
hypothyroidism, you can begin and adjust accordingly.




As for “the subject wall” the subject is to be tied to in the 

standing position only: it should be completely dark with only the 
aforementioned small diameter “vermin hole” -- at the base of that 
one wall -- for a toilet. The arm restraints should be high and 
cause pain.




It will remain pitch dark, unless suddenly, and periodically, lit 
by hidden lights, and/or a hidden projector, or used as a movie 
screen. 

The opposite wall to the “the subject wall” is plain save for the 

hidden cameras, lights, and side entrance to “The Room”. It is 

much bigger than “The Room”  from the outside but is the same 15’ 

width on the inside.




Because... 




Behind the opposite wall, and facing “the subject wall” the 

subject is tied to, is the Program Base of Operation (PBO) and the  

PBO monitor, along with the odd necessities and tricks: 




     1. One hidden door for entrance to, and exit from, “The 

Room”; and at the opposite side of the 4” diameter “vermin hole”.  



     2. Hidden intercoms, microphones, and infrared/starlight 
cameras/recorder; 



     3. One stereo CD/DVD player, receiver and projector and in-
the-wall BOSE surround-sound speakers; 




     4. Controls for the various, and hidden, sun-gun lights in 
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the walls of “The Room”;




     5. A collection of needed CDs, DVDs, wireless headphones, 
surgical gown, starlight goggles, magazines, tape, ski masks, 
ropes, clips, clamps, cattle prods, etc.; 




     6. Precise thermostats for both the PBO and “The Room”; 



     7. One waterboard, sit-up stand, towel, and a worn, rusty 
bucket full of putrid water; as well as live rats, snakes and 
large palmetto bugs in various sealed tanks.



     8. One Tucker-type hand crank generator and one TENS unit; 




     9. One empty 55 gallon wooden with a metal plate the bottom; 
and, 



     10. Cans of kippers and pints of bottled water.



Note: This is just SOP. You can get as creative as you wish. 
Waterboarding is so cruel. You can fake
it...




---------------------




Day 1. “The Room” is very hot and humid and completely dark. 



The subject wakes standing naked, hands tied behind their back, 
feet bound, gagged, on the floor, in the center of the “the 

subject wall” above the 4” diameter “vermin hole,” and facing the 

opposite wall.



Two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, suddenly appear 

as the PBO monitor lights “The Room”. 




(REM The two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, do not 

touch the subject by hand except to move and secure.) 




They untie the subject’s hands in the standing position -- then 
tie the hands again, but raised above their head -- on “the 

subject wall” over the “vermin hole,” they then feed the subject 

all the kippers they wish, but no water, and soon, no sleep. 
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The two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, then attach 

the TENS unit to the subject for the first day as the PBO monitor 

pumps in loud rap music and heavy metal music continuously. 



The two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, begin 

appearing as the darkness goes light. 




From then on, the moment they appear, the TENS unit issues very 
mild jolts from the PBO monitor. 




The PBO monitor begins asking pertinent interrogatives over an 

intercom and only in the periods of light with two big, masked 

men, dressed completely in black, present. 




The PBO monitor then explains, in clam to increasingly harsh 

tones, what is coming and the only way out:




     The PBO monitor begins to offer a way out if the subject 

reveals the needed information. This will stop the subjects 
scheduled execution. 




     The PBO monitor tells the subject not to be in self-

deception, because there is “no exit” from “The Room” for them, 

only “the wall” (this references Jean-Paul Sartre’s epic short 

stories on self-deception titled “No Exit,” “The Wall” and “The 

Room), and that any information given will be confirmed, and the 

subject will not be revealed as the source. 



     The PBO monitor explains that the subject will slowly sink 

into dementia in time. That the subject will be filled with fear 
at the signs of it.




     The PBO monitor identifies with the subject’s coming 

condition and wants to stop the coming terror, but the information 
must be gotten. 




     The PBO monitor tells the subject that with each silent 

response, or lie, the subject will move farther and farther away 
from reality.



     The PBO monitor explains that the anguish he suffers will 
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increase, and soon, will never leave. Not in a year; a winter; a 
springtime; a summer, or the beginning of another autumn. 



     The PBO monitor explains that the subject’s reality, even his 

features, would grow confused: 



           1. The subject’s jaw would hang loose; 



           2. The subjects half-opened eyes will weep; 




           3. The subject will see “the subject wall” change shape 

and “The Room” distort as the subject goes insane. 



           4. The subject will know terror, fear, horror, death.




The PBO monitor then administers ever-increasing jolts from the 

TENS units for each silent response. 




All the while the subject is still subjected to 24 hours of LOUD 

”rap and heavy metal music”.




Then, the two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, 

disappear as the light goes dark and the TENS machine stops.



Repeat as necessary through the first 24-hour period.




(Darkness and intermittent high heat throughout the first 24 
hours.)




---------------------



Day 2. On day two “The Room” is dark and a very, bitter cold. 




The subject is still tied, standing naked -- hands raised above 
their head -- on the “the subject wall” without water and now no 

food. 




Just as the subject’s body goes into mild shock, is hyper-
sensitive, nearing edema and dehydrating, “The Room” is lit by the  

PBO monitor. 



The two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, appear, 
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remove the TENS unit, and tie the subject at an acute angle on the 
now-present waterboard, and sit-up stand, head down/feet up as if 
to make the subject believe waterboarding is about to begin. 



The two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, disappear as 

the PBO monitor darkens “The Room”. 



Soon, the two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, begin 

to appear with waterboarding towel, and bucket of water; but 
instead of waterboarding, they apply quick jolts to the subject at 
sudden, random lit times with rolled-up magazines to prevent 
bruising (aka clean beatings) throughout the second day. 




The two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, wearing 

night-vision goggles in the dark, also randomly pulse the subject 
with light dose cattle prods.




After about 12 hours of constant appearing in the light and 
disappearing in the dark, the two big, masked men, dressed 

completely in black, appear one last time for this period. 



They re-tie the subject in a standing position -- hands raised 
above their head -- on “the subject wall” over the same “vermin 

hole,” still naked, then both disappear, along with the 
waterboard, towel, bucket, and sit-up stand, into the sudden 
darkness. 




For the remainder of the second 24-hour period the PBO monitor 

pumps LOUD  “white noise” through “The Room”. 




The PBO monitor continues asking pertinent interrogatives to the 

subject over an intercom while offering the subject a way out 
while warning of the coming terror. 



But now, the PBO monitor only speaks in the periods of darkness.




(Darkness and intermittent, very, bitter cold continues throughout 

the second 24 hours.)




---------------------
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Day 3. On the third day “The Room” is very hot and humid and 
dark. 




The subject is still tied naked and standing -- hands raised above 
their head -- over the “vermin hole.”




The two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, again appear 

in the sudden light and give the subject two kippers, wait a bit, 
then have the thirsty subject drink one sealed plastic pint of 
water that has been laced with hallucinogenic acid on the level of 
MKUltra. 



As the massive 24-hour dose(s) of hallucinogens start to kick in, 
the two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, tape open 

the subjects eyelids, put the wireless headphones on the subject 
and disappear into the sudden darkness. 



The PBO wall -- the opposite wall to the subject who is tied to 

“the subject wall” -- is lit as the subject is forced to listen as 

the PBO monitor plays (very LOUD) Lou Reed’s entire two-CD set of 

Metal Machine Music mixed with Yoko Ono’s greatest screeches. Over 

and over again throughout the third day. 



The subject is then also made to watch, MOS, Walt Disney’s 
Fantasia and Team America: World Police, over and over and over on 
the only visible PBO wall, the opposite wall to the subject, who 

is tied to “the subject wall” in front of the PBO monitor. 



(REM At this time, the PBO monitor releases rats, non-poisonous 

snakes, and numerous palmetto bugs into The Room thought the 
“vermin hole” hatch in the PBO.)



The PBO monitor turns the rest of “The Room”, except the PBO wall 

with the movies, now very dark, and very hot and humid, for the 

remainder of the third 24-hour period. 




The rats, snakes and palmetto bugs are allowed to crawl over the 
subject during the rest of the fun day as he is forced to watch 
the two movies and listen to the same music over and over. 



This period, the PBO monitor interrupts the musical, vermin, and 

movie fun and asks pertinent interrogatives over the headsets 
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periodically throughout the night. The PBO monitor tells the 

subject that this is the terror the PBO monitor tried to stop. 



(Darkness and intermittent high heat throughout the third 24 
hours.)





---------------------




Day 4. “The Room” is now very, bitter cold,and dark. 



The two, big, masked men, dressed completely in black, wearing 

starlight goggles, have removed the vermin in the dark.




The subject is still tied to “the subject wall” and with no food 

or water. 




The two, big, masked men, dressed completely in black,appear in 

the sudden light with a hollow, open top only, 55 gallon wooden 
barrel that has a steel plate on the bottom and about a 1/2 and 
inch of water on the plate. 




They untie the subject from "the subject wall" and tie the 

subject’s hands behind him. 




The two, big, masked men, dressed completely in black, then stand 

the subject naked in the wooden barrel, in the 1/2 inch of water 
on the metal plate, as they place ten electrodes (5 left/ 5 right) 
on the five most sensitive areas. 




The electrodes are connected to the unseen, Tucker telephone-type, 
hand-crank generator in the PBO room. 




And then, in sudden darkness, the two, big, masked men, dressed 

completely in black, remaining, and through humane (aka clean 

torture) enhanced methods, the  PBO monitor rips the subject’s 

body numerous times with jolts and jolts until they feel a bit 
more cooperative.  




In between jolts, the PBO monitor continues asking pertinent 

interrogatives over an intercom in this extended period of 
darkness. 
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Finally, “The Room” is fully lit and two big, masked men, dressed 

completely in black,(having not left) seem to reappear in “The 

Room”.




This period the two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, 

dress the subject in the light surgical gown, and tie the subject 
to the “the subject wall” over the toilet hole as per day one. 




“The Room” goes dark and the wireless headsets, electrodes and 

barrel are removed.




The two big, masked men, dressed completely in black, reappear and 

“The Room”  is lit and they administer (or something similar) 

haloperidol, via needle, or the second bottled water they give the 
grateful subject, and wait about 15 minutes. 




The PBO monitor continues asking pertinent interrogatives 

throughout the last 24 hours in the fully lit room with the two 

big, masked men, dressed completely in black, present. 




The PBO monitor explains that resistance is futile. That only by 

answering all the pertinent interrogatives truthfully will the 
terror stop returning and the subject’s freedom will be won.



**Should no significant progress have been made?**



Repeat the four days as many times as necessary. Only the next 
time, it’s no more Mister “Fucking” Nice Guy.


